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ARIES
July 1-6th 
Theme of the week: Intimacy

July starts off with a bang! The night of July 1st Mars moves into Leo at 7:20p EST. 
For you, this means a surge in energy to put toward love, sex, creativity. This is when 
things get juicy! Fun is a big part of your July agenda in the form of parties, hobbies, 
sensual pleasure, and whatever else keeps you interested. Mars conjunct Mercury will 
create irritability and impulsivity in word and action; a pause before reacting can be 
life-changing! Especially with lovers. Remember that any forward motion is valuable 
and that dating or creative projects will have a somewhat slower overall pace now 
due to the upcoming retrograde. 

Then, July 2nd is the Solar Eclipse-New Moon in Cancer. The solar eclipse occurs from 
12:55p until 5:50p EST, so remember to lay low and save your new moon intention 
for sometime after 11:20p EST on July 3rd, when the moon enters Leo, or any time on 
July 4th. July 3rd also brings us Venus in Cancer, a beautiful, loving placement. Venus 
here enhances your connection to home, family, or roommates. The combination of 
the solar eclipse and venus’ presence here makes home and family a significant focus 
for you now and in the coming months. This is where change and opportunity are 
likely to stir. If you have been wanting to find a new home, evolve your life foundation 
in some way, or make progress in your relationship to family and ancestry, then the 
winds of change have arrived.

July 7-13th  
Theme of the week: Finding the time to do it all 

Mercury stations retrograde on July 7th at 9:15 pm EST. Mercury will traverse the sign 
of Leo and Cancer during this retro, so at the moment Mercury is most impacting 
your playful, sexy, and creative side. Make sure to listen to your audio horoscope too 
as I go into fuller detail on the potential areas of Mercury’s impact for you, specifically. 
Communication will be wonky this week! In your case, this will be especially true with 
lovers or in your leisure time. The effect of the retrograde is strongest in the days 
immediately surrounding the station so, for example, the 7th itself is likely to be an 
especially tricky day for commutes, texting and emailing, or just getting clarity in 
general. 

The biggest astrological feature of this week is the Sun opposite Saturn and the South 
Node. There’s tension in the air and we might not feel as free and unencumbered as 
we would like. For you, this is highlighting ‘work life balance’ in some way. You might 
feel pulled between home and ambition, or just have many obligations on your plate 
at the moment that limit your freedom of movement somewhat. The 13th brings an 
exact opposition between the Sun and Pluto, the climax of this particular activation. 
Avoid power struggles, especially with those you share a home with or any important 
superiors or colleagues. 
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July 14-20th 
Theme of the week: Achievement + Growth

This week we have a Full Moon-Lunar Eclipse in the sign of Capricorn. This highlights 
the entire Cancer-Capricorn axis which was heavily in focus last week. You might see a 
climax or have revelations regarding your career, life path, or sense of overall mission. 
Perhaps you’re celebrating a major achievement, or even closing a professional 
chapter. 

Venus opposes Saturn this week as well, on the 18th, so that makes relationships, 
money, and beauty a bit more tricky in the days leading up to it. Know that Venus 
being challenged makes us feel less confident or a sense of scarcity. This influence is 
temporary though! Venus is also conjunct the North Node, so in spite of the potential 
for prickly feelings there is also a huge opportunity to put real, solid structure in 
place that amplifies your deepest desires. This is especially true in regard to anything 
related to your home, living situation, or even important finances. 

Also keep in mind that on the 19th Mercury moves back into Cancer too, so there’s 
that much more to review on this front. Mercury will remain in Cancer until August 
11th, so use this time to review or revise any recent and important lifestyle changes, 
or any plans with or for your family and home. 

July 21st-27th 
Theme of the week: Pleasure + Important Journeys

Welcome to Leo Season! Not only have we moved through the super tough astrology 
but the Sun back in its home sign on July 23rd brings brightness and power to the air. 
For you, this enhances the focus on enjoyment, indulgence, sex and joy that began 
on July 1st. Now, you have more juice to see progress, hope, and joy in this part of 
life, including dating. A beautiful trine between Mars and Jupiter makes magic in your 
creative visions or far-flung adventures with a lover. You’ll want to be aware of taking 
desires or impulses too far (not a time for any kind of bender!) while also taking 
advantage of the possibility of making a big leap forward toward your more exciting 
dreams. We also mark the halfway point of Mercury retrograde this week! Some of 
the especially retrograde-like symptoms should actually begin to dissipate a bit from 
this point forward. 

July 28-31st 

On the night of the 27th, Venus moved into Leo bringing blessings and luck to dating, 
fun hobbies, and the things you generally enjoy. Your art gets a bit boost too. This 
inspires and makes you want to go big in love, art, and everything else! It’s not a time 
to downplay yourself, your feelings, or your talents, especially regarding anything to 
do with your creative voice, sexual expression, or life passions. Leo Season can be 
fully expressed for you now as Venus facilitates greater compassion, connection, and 
luck in dating and intimacy too. Enjoy the comparatively relaxed atmosphere this 
week! We are in smoother and more enjoyable territory as we close out the month.
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TAURUS
July 1-6th 
Theme of the week: The Power of Your Thoughts

July starts off with a bang! The night of July 1st Mars moves into Leo at 7:20p EST. 
For you, this means a surge in energy to put toward home improvement projects 
or family-related matters. Keep in mind you’ll be raring to go and to make some 
progress here even while the impending Mercury Retrograde energy makes for a 
slower overall progression. Some patience will be necessary. Remember that any and 
all forward motion is valuable! Particularly with roommates, family, or a partner you 
live with, the energy could have you wanting to pick a fight or experiencing some 
tension. Mars conjunct Mercury creates irritability and impulsivity in word and action; 
a pause before reacting can be life-changing!  

Then, July 2nd is the Solar Eclipse-New Moon in Cancer. The solar eclipse occurs from 
12:55p until 5:50p EST, so remember to lay low and save your new moon intention 
for sometime after 11:20p EST on July 3rd, when the moon enters Leo, or any time on 
July 4th. July 3rd also brings us Venus in Cancer, a beautiful, loving placement. Venus 
here enhances all of your communication, daily rituals, and any short trips you’re 
taking (like weekend getaways and road trips). The combination of the solar eclipse 
and Venus’ presence here makes your words, writing, and ritual especially impactful 
and an important significant focus for you now. This includes your relationship with 
your own thoughts, so it can be a great time to do some rewiring.

July 7-13th  
Theme of the week: Mindful Communication

Mercury stations retrograde on July 7th at 9:15 pm EST. Mercury will traverse the sign 
of Leo and Cancer during this retro, so at the moment Mercury is most impacting your 
daily communications and travels. Make sure to listen to your audio horoscope too as 
I go into fuller detail on the potential areas of Mercury’s impact for you, specifically. 
Communication will be wonky this week! The effect of the retrograde is strongest in 
the days immediately surrounding the station so, for example, the 7th itself is likely 
to be an especially tricky day for commutes, texting and emailing, or just getting 
clarity in general. The biggest astrological feature of this week is the Sun opposite 
Saturn and the South Node. There’s tension in the air and we might not feel as free 
and unencumbered as we would like. For you, this is highlighting communication or 
any important teaching and learning-related projects. Esoteric studies and pursuits 
(like astrology!) and spiritual progress is also highlighted and experiencing forward 
motion. The 13th brings an exact opposition between the Sun and Pluto, the climax 
of this particular activation. Avoid power struggles with spiritual mentors, teachers, 
students, or anyone with whom you’re in daily communication. Take a breath before 
responding.
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July 14-20th 
Theme of the week: Teaching + Learning 

This week we have a Full Moon-Lunar Eclipse in the sign of Capricorn. This highlights 
the entire Cancer-Capricorn axis which was heavily in focus last week. You might see 
a climax or have revelations regarding publishing projects, education, spiritual goals, 
or travel-related goals. Venus opposes Saturn this week as well, on the 18th, so that 
makes relationships, money, and beauty a bit more tricky in the days leading up to it. 
Know that Venus being challenged makes us feel less confident or a sense of scarcity.  
This influence is temporary though. Venus is also conjunct the North Node, so in spite 
of the potential for prickly feelings there is also a huge opportunity to put real, solid 
structure in place that amplifies your deepest desires. This is especially true in regard 
to anything related to your own daily rituals, ways of thinking, and informal avenues 
of learning, writing, and teaching. 

Also keep in mind that on the 19th Mercury moves back into Cancer too, so there’s 
that much more to review on this front. Mercury will remain in Cancer until August 
11th, so use this time to review or revise your communication strategies, contact lists, 
and inboxes both electronic and mental. 

July 21st-27th 
Theme of the week: Money + Stability

Welcome to Leo Season! Not only have we moved through the super tough astrology 
but the Sun back in its home sign on July 23rd brings brightness and power to the 
air. For you, this enhances the focus on home, family, and foundation that began on 
July 1st. Now, you have more juice to see progress, hope, and joy in this part of life. A 
beautiful trine between Mars and Jupiter makes magic in real estate, money magic, 
or important relationships. You’ll want to be aware of taking spending or promises 
to family too far, while also taking advantage of the possibility of making a big 
leap forward in your financial stability, or cultivation of benefactors and supportive 
connections. We also mark the halfway point of Mercury retrograde this week! Some 
of the especially retrograde-like symptoms should actually begin to dissipate a bit 
from this point forward. 

July 28-31st  
Theme of the week: Coziness + Connection

On the night of the 27th, Venus moved into Leo bringing blessings and luck to home, 
family, and even finances. This brightens the mood and makes you want to go big 
in love and art. It’s not a time to downplay yourself, your feelings, or your talents, 
especially regarding anything to do with throwing a soiree chez you, decorating, or 
expressing love for those you live with. Leo Season can be fully expressed for you now 
as Venus facilitates greater compassion, connection, and luck in your most intimate 
relational spheres and personal nest. Enjoy the comparatively relaxed atmosphere 
this week! We are in smoother and more enjoyable territory as we close out the 
month. 
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GEMINI
July 1-6th 
Theme of the week: New Ideas

July starts off with a bang! The night of July 1st Mars moves into Leo at 7:20p EST. 
For you, this means a surge in energy to put toward reading, podcasts, conversations, 
catching up on emails - your communication channels, in general, are lit up! This 
can mean you have a lot to say or perhaps that there are suddenly demands on you 
to be in more contact with others. Keep in mind you’ll be raring to make progress, 
even while the impending Mercury Retrograde energy makes for a slower overall 
progression.  Some patience will be necessary! Especially with communication and 
tech snafus or delays. Mars conjunct Mercury will create irritability and impulsivity in 
word and action; a pause before reacting can be life-changing! 

Then, July 2nd is the Solar Eclipse-New Moon in Cancer. The solar eclipse occurs from 
12:55p until 5:50p EST, so remember to lay low and save your new moon intention 
for sometime after 11:20p EST on July 3rd, when the moon enters Leo, or any time on 
July 4th. July 3rd also brings us Venus in Cancer, a beautiful, loving placement. Venus 
here enhances your money-making, self love, and good luck in acquiring beautiful 
objects. The combination of the solar eclipse and Venus’ presence here makes your 
own self-care and nurturing, and your growing bank account, a significant focus for 
you now. Allow change to happen, especially regarding your relationship to your own 
body (nourishment, exercise, rest) and attitude toward abundance in all things.

July 7-13th  
Theme of the week: Mind on Your Money

Mercury stations retrograde on July 7th at 9:15 pm EST. Mercury will traverse the sign 
of Leo and Cancer during this retro, so at the moment Mercury is most impacting all 
your communications and daily movements - this is the time to really take Mercury 
retro protocols seriously. Check the facts, give yourself extra time, handle mistakes 
and glitches with as much grace as possible. Not only is this your communication 
sector but Mercury is your ruler. The retro will likely be felt by you. Make sure to 
listen to your audio horoscope too as I go into fuller detail on the potential areas of 
Mercury’s impact for you, specifically. Communication will be wonky this week! The 
effect of the retrograde is strongest in the days immediately surrounding the station 
so, for example, the 7th itself is likely to be an especially tricky day for commutes, 
texting and emailing, or just getting clarity in general. 

The biggest astrological feature of this week is the Sun opposite Saturn and the South 
Node. There’s tension in the air and we might not feel as free and unencumbered as 
we would like. For you, this is highlighting money issues, perhaps things like debt, 
real estate, investments, or your earnings in general. How you care for your health, 
and if you are doing so sufficiently, could be a theme as well. The 13th brings an 
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exact opposition between the Sun and Pluto, the climax of this particular activation. 
Beware power struggles around money. The only financial risks you should be taking 
now are extremely well-calculated ones. Even those… maybe not.

July 14-20th 
Theme of the week:  Self-Worth

This week we have a Full Moon-Lunar Eclipse in the sign of Capricorn. This highlights 
the entire Cancer-Capricorn axis which was heavily in focus last week. You might 
see a climax or have revelations regarding financial decisions or attitudes, especially 
regarding long-term investments. Venus opposes Saturn this week as well, on the 
18th, so that makes relationships, money, and beauty a bit more tricky in the days 
leading up to it. Know that Venus being challenged makes us feel less confident 
or a sense of scarcity.  This influence is temporary though. Venus is also conjunct 
the North Node, so in spite of the potential for prickly feelings there is also a huge 
opportunity to put real, solid structure in place that amplifies your deepest desires. 
This is especially true in regard to anything related to your sense of self-worth and 
how that’s reflected in your self-care, financial choices, or who you choose to partner 
with for your power moves out in the world. 

Also keep in mind that on the 19th, Mercury moves back into Cancer too, so there’s 
that much more to review on this front. Mercury will remain in Cancer until August 
11th, so use this time to review or revise spending, sort and toss no longer needed 
possessions, and slow down to make time for self-care.

July 21st-27th 
Theme of the week: Speak Your Heart

Welcome to Leo Season! Not only have we moved through the super tough astrology 
but the Sun back in its home sign on July 23rd brings brightness and power to the air. 
For you, this enhances the focus on your ability to communicate brightly and lovingly 
with yourself and others, and to make the most of daily rituals that empower you. 
It’s a beautiful time for weekend trips and getaways too! Now, you have more juice 
to see progress, hope, and joy in this part of life. A beautiful trine between Mars and 
Jupiter makes magic in partnership realms. Send a message to someone you love 
or have an important conversation. You’ll want to be aware of taking statements or 
promises too far, while also taking advantage of the possibility of making a big leap 
forward in one or more important (love) connections. We also mark the halfway point 
of Mercury retrograde this week! Some of the especially retrograde-like symptoms 
should actually begin to dissipate a bit from this point forward. 
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July 28-31st  
Theme of the week: Good News

On the night of the 27th, Venus moved into Leo bringing blessings and luck to your 
inbox, texts, and coffee dates. Your daily conversations and strolls through the 
neighborhood are charmed and can bring good opportunities.This brightens the 
mood and makes you want to go big in love and art. It’s not a time to downplay 
yourself, your feelings, or your talents, especially anything that’s really on your heart 
to share, or that expresses a particular gift of yours. Make time for a weekend getaway 
if you can, or even a day trip where you can drive and go somewhere inspiring. Leo 
Season can be fully expressed for you now as Venus facilitates greater compassion, 
connection, and luck in all your interactions. Keeping in mind, of course, that Mercury 
is still retrograde and the requisite awarenesses apply. Enjoy the comparatively 
relaxed atmosphere this week! We are in smoother and more enjoyable territory as 
we close out the month.  
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CANCER
July 1-6th 
Theme of the week: A New Chapter

July starts off with a bang! The night of July 1st Mars moves into Leo at 7:20p EST. 
For you, this means a surge in energy to put toward getting your finances right and 
putting the effort into taking good care of yourself. Keep in mind you’ll be raring to 
go and to make some progress here even while the impending Mercury Retrograde 
energy makes for a slower overall progression. Some patience will be necessary. 
Remember that any and all forward motion is valuable! Mars conjunct Mercury will 
create irritability and impulsivity in word and action; a pause before reacting can 
be life-changing! In your case, this especially important in regard to your attitude 
toward yourself or any impulsive money decisions. Actions taken based on feeling 
temporarily bad about yourself also are not recommended.

Then, July 2nd is the Solar Eclipse-New Moon in Cancer. The solar eclipse occurs from 
12:55p until 5:50p EST, so remember to lay low and save your new moon intention for 
sometime after 11:20p EST on July 3rd, when the moon enters Leo, or any time on July 
4th. July 3rd also brings us Venus in Cancer, a beautiful, loving placement. Venus here 
enhances all that you are! Your whole presence, allure, and also your relationships 
are cast in a beautiful light. Venus helps you magnetize for what you want, especially 
in money and love. The combination of the solar eclipse and venus’ presence here 
makes your personal evolution, chosen aesthetics, and relationship developments a 
significant focus for you now. A new chapter is beginning. 

July 7-13th  
Theme of the week: Evaluate What’s Really Important

Mercury stations retrograde on July 7th at 9:15 pm EST. Mercury will traverse the sign 
of Leo and Cancer during this retro, so at the moment Mercury is most impacting 
your budget, the things you own, and your own self-care. It’s a perfect time to slow 
down and do more for your own healing, or even just rest, or to sort and toss any 
possessions that have outlived their usefulness. Make sure to listen to your audio 
horoscope too as I go into fuller detail on the potential areas of Mercury’s impact for 
you, specifically. Communication will be wonky this week! The effect of the retrograde 
is strongest in the days immediately surrounding the station so, for example, the 7th 
itself is likely to be an especially tricky day for commutes, texting and emailing, or 
just getting clarity in general. The biggest astrological feature of this week is the 
Sun opposite Saturn and the South Node. There’s tension in the air and we might 
not feel as free and unencumbered as we would like. For you, this is highlighting 
your relationships. This can be romantic, business, or close friendship. Clients can be 
impacted too. There’s tension and everyone is less likely to be lenient, so this isn’t 
the time for delicate matters or requesting special favors. The 13th brings an exact 
opposition between the Sun and Pluto, the climax of this particular activation. Avoid 
power struggles with those you care about at all costs.
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July 14-20th 
Theme of the week: Relationship Reveal

This week we have a Full Moon-Lunar Eclipse in the sign of Capricorn. This highlights 
the entire Cancer-Capricorn axis which was heavily in focus last week. You might see 
a climax or have revelations regarding relationship developments, agreements, or 
attitudes. It’s time to level up in relationship or, perhaps, to walk away from something 
that’s no longer working. Venus opposes Saturn this week as well, on the 18th, so that 
makes relationships, money, and beauty a bit more tricky in the days leading up to it. 
Know that Venus being challenged makes us feel less confident or a sense of scarcity.  
This influence is temporary though. Venus is also conjunct the North Node, so in spite 
of the potential for prickly feelings there is also a huge opportunity to put real, solid 
structure in place that amplifies your deepest desires. This is especially true in regard 
to anything related to your self empowerment, expression of your will and magic, or 
movement toward true individuation and unencumbered self-expression. 

Also keep in mind that on the 19th Mercury moves back into Cancer too, so there’s 
that much more to review on this front. Mercury will remain in Cancer until August 
11th, so use this time to review or revise your personal style and aesthetics, or to tie 
up loose ends and convos in relationship. 

July 21st-27th 
Theme of the week:  Abundance

Welcome to Leo Season! Not only have we moved through the super tough astrology 
but the Sun back in its home sign on July 23rd brings brightness and power to the 
air. For you, this enhances the focus on making more money and treating yourself 
right that began on July 1st. Now, you have more juice to see progress, hope, and 
joy in this part of life. It’s time to really feel and know your full worth, and to see that 
reflected in your choices. A beautiful trine between Mars and Jupiter makes magic in 
work and health realms. You’ll want to be aware of taking spending or workaholism 
to far, while also taking advantage of the possibility of making a big leap forward 
in your job, earning potential, or overall well-being. We also mark the halfway point 
of Mercury retrograde this week! Some of the especially retrograde-like symptoms 
should actually begin to dissipate a bit from this point forward. 

July 28-31st  
Theme of the week: Self-Love

On the night of the 27th, Venus moved into Leo bringing blessings and luck to finances 
and your deep self-love. This brightens the mood and makes you want to go big in love 
and art. It’s not a time to downplay yourself, your feelings, or your talents, especially 
regarding anything to do with your security and the things you love most. Invest in 
yourself and watch everything around you grow. Leo Season can be fully expressed 
for you now as Venus facilitates greater compassion, connection, and luck in feeling 
overflowing and abundant. Enjoy the comparatively relaxed atmosphere this week! 
We are in smoother and more enjoyable territory as we close out the month.



LEO
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LEO
July 1-6th 
Theme of the week: Taking Your Power Back

July starts off with a bang! The night of July 1st Mars moves into Leo at 7:20p EST. 
For you, this means a surge in energy for you. It’s a mixed blessing because you can 
tackle projects, exercise, and generally feel powerful, just keep in mind that you’ll be 
raring to go even while the impending Mercury Retrograde energy makes for a slower 
overall progression.  Some patience will be necessary. Remember that any and all 
forward motion is valuable! Mars conjunct Mercury creates irritability and impulsivity 
in word and action; a pause before reacting can be life-changing! This is also a great 
time to make your Grand Plan for the next two years (a Mars cycle.) 

Then, July 2nd is the Solar Eclipse-New Moon in Cancer. The solar eclipse occurs from 
12:55p until 5:50p EST, so remember to lay low and save your new moon intention 
for sometime after 11:20p EST on July 3rd, when the moon enters Leo, or any time 
on July 4th. July 3rd also brings us Venus in Cancer, a beautiful, loving placement.  
Venus here enhances healing during your dreams at night, exploration of anything 
therapeutic, and easing of psychic tension. The combination of the solar eclipse and 
Venus’ presence here makes your inner world, intuitive messages, and growing behind 
old fears (or even actions of self-sabotage) a significant focus for you now. 

July 7-13th  
Theme of the week: Friction Becomes Progress

Mercury stations retrograde on July 7th at 9:15 pm EST. Mercury will traverse the sign 
of Leo and Cancer during this retro, so at the moment Mercury is most impacting 
your your own personal aesthetics, exercise and how you use your body, and your 
relationships too. It’s a good time to consider if your current style, brand, or way of 
presenting yourself feels up-to-date? Your wardrobe? You might also be thinking 
about exes or even run into one. Make sure to listen to your audio horoscope too as 
I go into fuller detail on the potential areas of Mercury’s impact for you, specifically. 
Communication will be wonky this week! The effect of the retrograde is strongest in 
the days immediately surrounding the station so, for example, the 7th itself is likely to 
be an especially tricky day for commutes, texting and emailing, or just getting clarity 
in general. 

The biggest astrological feature of this week is the Sun opposite Saturn and the South 
Node. There’s tension in the air and we might not feel as free and unencumbered as 
we would like. For you, this is highlighting work (or overwork) and your mental health 
and well-being.This will be a high-energy and perhaps even anxiety-inducing time. Get 
extra rest and don’t push yourself too far. That said, you could also be celebrating the 
completion of a work project or the results of self-improvement. The 13th brings an 
exact opposition between the Sun and Pluto, the climax of this particular activation. 
Avoid power struggles with colleagues and inner demons at all costs.
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July 14-20th 
Theme of the week: Focus on Your Inner World

This week we have a Full Moon-Lunar Eclipse in the sign of Capricorn. This highlights 
the entire Cancer-Capricorn axis which was heavily in focus last week. You might 
see a climax or have revelations regarding your work life and health. You might be 
swamped with daily tasks or notice the emotions are running high at the office or 
with colleagues. It’s a good opportunity to see what dynamics are in play in your 
work life, and also your daily routines in general. 

Venus opposes Saturn this week as well, on the 18th, so that makes relationships, 
money, and beauty a bit more tricky in the days leading up to it. Know that Venus 
being challenged makes us feel less confident or a sense of scarcity.  This influence is 
temporary though. Venus is also conjunct the North Node, so in spite of the potential 
for prickly feelings there is also a huge opportunity to put real, solid structure in 
place that amplifies your deepest desires. This is especially true in regard to anything 
related to overcoming old fears, healing through therapy, dreamwork, or other healing 
modalities, and breaking out of isolation or challenging habits. 

Also keep in mind that on the 19th Mercury moves back into Cancer too, so there’s 
that much more to review on this front. Mercury will remain in Cancer until August 
11th, so use this time to review or revise your systems of organization, tech, and 
administration. There could definitely be work, tech, or communication snafus now so 
you won’t want to leave anything important to the last minute. Same goes for leaving 
a bit early on your commute if you have something important that day. 

July 21st-27th 
Theme of the week: Time to Shine

Welcome to Leo Season! Not only have we moved through the super tough astrology 
but the Sun back in its home sign on July 23rd brings brightness and power to the 
air. For you, this enhances the focus on You that began on July 1st. This is your time 
to shine, to be alluring, to use the power of your will to create the reality you want. 
Relationships get a boost too! Now, you have more juice to see progress, hope, and 
joy in this part of life. A beautiful trine between Mars and Jupiter makes magic in 
sex, creativity, and fun. Go out and make the most of it. You’ll want to be aware 
of taking substance use or reckless behavior too far, while also taking advantage 
of the possibility of accessing lots of pleasure and inspiration. We also mark the 
halfway point of Mercury retrograde this week! Some of the especially retrograde-like 
symptoms should actually begin to dissipate a bit from this point forward. 
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July 28-31st  
Theme of the week: Seduction 

On the night of the 27th, Venus moved into Leo bringing you blessings and luck. Venus 
now enhances your charm and swagger. This brightens the mood and makes you 
want to go big in love and art. It’s not a time to downplay yourself, your feelings, or 
your talents, especially regarding anything to do with being seen, pursuing someone 
you want, or getting extra gorgeous. Leo Season can be fully expressed for you now 
as Venus facilitates greater compassion, connection, and luck in all your interactions 
and your presence itself. Enjoy the comparatively relaxed atmosphere this week! We 
are in smoother and more enjoyable territory as we close out the month.



VIRGO
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VIRGO
July 1-6th 
Theme of the week: Self-Care

July starts off with a bang! The night of July 1st Mars moves into Leo at 7:20p EST. 
For you, this means a surge in energy to put toward healing, therapy, and general 
self-maintenance tasks that might otherwise we put to the wayside. Your work life 
might be quite busy as well, or perhaps it’s time to address something that’s arisen 
with your health. Keep in mind you’ll be raring to go and to make some progress here 
even while the impending Mercury Retrograde energy makes for a slower overall 
progression. Some patience will be necessary. Remember that any and all forward 
motion is valuable! Mars conjunct Mercury creates irritability and impulsivity in word 
and action; a pause before reacting can be life-changing. In your case, that’s especially 
true for awareness around being overly self-critical. 

Then, July 2nd is the Solar Eclipse-New Moon in Cancer. The solar eclipse occurs from 
12:55p until 5:50p EST, so remember to lay low and save your new moon intention 
for sometime after 11:20p EST on July 3rd, when the moon enters Leo, or any time 
on July 4th. July 3rd also brings us Venus in Cancer, a beautiful, loving placement. 
Venus here enhances socializing, community-building, and positive relationships 
with organizations or institutions you’re involved with. The combination of the solar 
eclipse and Venus’ presence here makes friends, acquaintances, and new connections 
a significant focus for you now. A rebirth in and of community is possible in the 
coming months. Someone new and exciting could come into your world, too. 

July 7-13th  
Theme of the week: Intuition + Surrender

Mercury stations retrograde on July 7th at 9:15 pm EST. Mercury will traverse the sign 
of Leo and Cancer during this retro, so at the moment Mercury is most impacting your 
dreams, fears, and deeply ingrained habits. It’s a bit of psychic colonic, but not scary, 
just surreal. Timelines merge. Messages arrive super-intuitively and at unexpected 
moments. Make sure to listen to your audio horoscope too as I go into fuller detail on 
the potential areas of Mercury’s impact for you, specifically. Communication will be 
wonky this week! The effect of the retrograde is strongest in the days immediately 
surrounding the station so, for example, the 7th itself is likely to be an especially 
tricky day for commutes, texting and emailing, or just getting clarity in general. 

The biggest astrological feature of this week is the Sun opposite Saturn and the South 
Node. There’s tension in the air and we might not feel as free and unencumbered as 
we would like. For you, this is highlighting your social world, including lovers. It’s a 
bit of difficult astrology that could simply manifest as a bout of loneliness, a tense 
interaction with someone in your life, or perhaps interpersonal strain between a lover 
and a friend. The 13th brings an exact opposition between the Sun and Pluto, the 
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climax of this particular activation. Avoid power struggles with bureaucracy, friends, 
or lovers. This astrology can bring out controlling tendencies.  It’s not the most ideal 
time to ask for a favor or expect leniency. 

July 14-20th 
Theme of the week: Passion + Connection

This week we have a Full Moon-Lunar Eclipse in the sign of Capricorn. This highlights 
the entire Cancer-Capricorn axis which was heavily in focus last week. You might see 
a climax or have revelations regarding a sexual relationship or creative project. The 
atmosphere is highly charged so this can be inspiring but also trigger a desire for 
ultimatums or dramatics (not advised though.) 

Venus opposes Saturn this week as well, on the 18th, so that makes relationships, 
money, and beauty a bit more tricky in the days leading up to it. Know that Venus 
being challenged makes us feel less confident or a sense of scarcity.  This influence is 
temporary though. Venus is also conjunct the North Node, so in spite of the potential 
for prickly feelings there is also a huge opportunity to put real, solid structure in 
place that amplifies your deepest desires. This is especially true in regard to anything 
related to friends, community relationships, and building a network of connections 
that truly support you. You could meet someone special through a friend of a friend, 
or doing some type of community-oriented work, at an event, etc.  

Also keep in mind that on the 19th Mercury moves back into Cancer too, so there’s 
that much more to review on this front. Mercury will remain in Cancer until August 
11th, so you’ll likely be running into old friends and acquaintances, potentially even 
an ex or two, and tying up loose ends in networking or community organizing work. 

July 21st-27th 
Theme of the week: Self-Healing

Welcome to Leo Season! Not only have we moved through the super tough astrology 
but the Sun back in its home sign on July 23rd brings brightness and power to the 
air. For you, this enhances the focus on your inner world and all things self-healing 
that began on July 1st. Now, you have more juice to see progress, hope, and joy in 
this part of life. A beautiful trine between Mars and Jupiter could bring sudden action 
related to family patterns or personal old wiring that you’d like to shift. Your dreams 
will have more messages than usual and you might get inspired to make your living 
space more comfortable. You’ll want to be aware of taking anxiety or stress too far, 
especially when interacting with family or those you live with. We also mark the 
halfway point of Mercury retrograde this week! Some of the especially retrograde-like 
symptoms should actually begin to dissipate a bit from this point forward. 
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July 28-31st  
Theme of the week: Behind the Scenes

On the night of the 27th, Venus moved into Leo bringing blessings and luck to 
inner realms and also your work life. You can have good experiences with healing 
practitioners, journaling, dreamwork, or anything that helps create peace and ease. 
This brightens the mood and makes you want to go big in love and art. It’s not a time 
to downplay yourself, your feelings, or your talents. Leo Season is the time for you to 
do the behind the scenes prep and inner work that allows you to shine bright in your 
upcoming season. Enjoy the comparatively relaxed atmosphere this week! We are in 
smoother and more enjoyable territory as we close out the month.  It will be Virgo 
season before you know it.



LIBRA
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LIBRA
July 1-6th 
Theme of the week: See and Be Seen 

July starts off with a bang! The night of July 1st Mars moves into Leo at 7:20p EST. 
For you, this means a surge in energy to put toward friendships, socializing, and 
activities that keep you connected to your highest ideals. You might be networking 
and building a web of organizational contacts, or tackling some form of bureaucracy. 
Keep in mind you’ll be raring to go and to make some progress here even while the 
impending Mercury Retrograde energy makes for a slower overall progression. Some 
patience will be necessary. Remember that all forward motion is valuable! Mercury 
also conjoins Mars creating potential for a tiff with a friend or acquaintance, or even 
a difficult administrator.  Mars conjunct Mercury will create irritability and impulsivity 
in word and action; a pause before reacting can be life-changing!

Then, July 2nd is the Solar Eclipse-New Moon in Cancer. The solar eclipse occurs from 
12:55p until 5:50p EST, so remember to lay low and save your new moon intention 
for sometime after 11:20p EST on July 3rd, when the moon enters Leo, or any time on 
July 4th. July 3rd also brings us Venus in Cancer, a beautiful, loving placement. Venus 
here enhances your fame, reputation, and overall public image. The combination 
of the solar eclipse and Venus’ presence here makes your life mission, career, and 
ambition all significant focal points for you now. It’s not exactly optimal for PR or 
public speaking, but fabulous for strategizing and studying. 

July 7-13th  
Theme of the week: Reputation 

Mercury stations retrograde on July 7th at 9:15 pm EST. Mercury will traverse the sign 
of Leo and Cancer during this retro, so at the moment Mercury is most impacting your 
career decisions and communication with bosses or other influential people. Make 
sure to listen to your audio horoscope too as I go into fuller detail on the potential 
areas of Mercury’s impact for you, specifically. Communication will be wonky this 
week! The effect of the retrograde is strongest in the days immediately surrounding 
the station so, for example, the 7th itself is likely to be an especially tricky day for 
commutes, texting and emailing, or just getting clarity in general. 

The biggest astrological feature of this week is the Sun opposite Saturn and the South 
Node. There’s tension in the air and we might not feel as free and unencumbered as 
we would like. For you, this is highlighting work life balance and any changes that 
must be made at home or work. If family or career-related relationships must evolve, 
now is the time. The 13th brings an exact opposition between the Sun and Pluto, the 
climax of this particular activation. Avoid power struggles with roommates, family 
members, or important business contacts.
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July 14-20th 
Theme of the week: Ambition

This week we have a Full Moon-Lunar Eclipse in the sign of Capricorn. This highlights 
the entire Cancer-Capricorn axis which was heavily in focus last week. You might see 
a climax or have revelations regarding your living situation, family patterns, or life 
path trajectory (and how they all relate!) Venus opposes Saturn this week as well, on 
the 18th, so that makes relationships, money, and beauty a bit more tricky in the days 
leading up to it. Know that Venus being challenged makes us feel less confident or 
a sense of scarcity, particularly since Venus is your ruler.  This influence is temporary 
though. Venus is also conjunct the North Node, so in spite of the potential for prickly 
feelings there is also a huge opportunity to put real, solid structure in place that 
amplifies your deepest desires. This is especially true in regard to anything related to 
your ambition and future personal legacy. 

Also keep in mind that on the 19th Mercury moves back into Cancer too, so there’s 
that much more to review on this front. Mercury will remain in Cancer until August 
11th, so use this time to review or revise career strategy or branding decisions. 

July 21st-27th 
Theme of the week: Networks + Introductions

Welcome to Leo Season! Not only have we moved through the super tough astrology 
but the Sun back in its home sign on July 23rd brings brightness and power to the air. 
For you, this enhances the focus on your social life and humanitarian work that began 
on July 1st. Now, you have more juice to see progress, hope, and joy in your social 
world, plus more opportunities to make promising connections. A beautiful trine 
between Mars and Jupiter makes magic in your words, both spoken and written. Go 
after what you want (just without over exaggerating.) You could also meet someone 
super attractive or energizing now! You’ll want to be aware of taking any ego-related 
impulses too far, while also taking advantage of the possibility of making a big leap 
forward in community dialogue and interpersonal connection. We also mark the 
halfway point of Mercury retrograde this week! Some of the especially retrograde-like 
symptoms should actually begin to dissipate a bit from this point forward. 
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July 28-31st  
Theme of the week: Social Butterfly 

On the night of the 27th, Venus moved into Leo bringing blessings and luck to friend 
circle and relationships with organizations or institutions you’re connected to. This 
brightens the mood and makes us want to go big sharing your love and creativity 
with the wider community. You could also meet someone who is promising for you 
in love or money.  It’s not a time to downplay yourself, your feelings, or your talents, 
especially regarding anything to do with your social justice-related goals or boldness 
in creating community connection. Socialize and make the most of it! Leo Season can 
be fully expressed for you now as Venus facilitates greater compassion, connection, 
and luck in all of your connections. Enjoy the comparatively relaxed atmosphere this 
week! We are in smoother and more enjoyable territory as we close out the month.



SCORPIO
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SCORPIO
July 1-6th 
Theme of the week: Boss Babe

July starts off with a bang! The night of July 1st, Mars moves into Leo at 7:20p EST. 
For you, this means a surge in energy to put toward career, ambition, and your big 
life goals. You’re going to want to go big, be seen, and taste success. And that’s 
all extremely possible! Keep in mind, though, you’ll be raring to go even while the 
impending Mercury Retrograde energy makes for a slower overall progression. Some 
patience will be necessary. Remember that any and all forward motion is valuable! 
The energy could have you wanting to pick a fight or experiencing some tension, 
especially in work realms, with important people, or anything branded or client-
facing. Mars conjunct Mercury creates irritability and impulsivity in word and action; a 
pause before reacting can be life-changing!  Hide out, if necessary, since your actions 
will be visible at this time. 

Then, July 2nd is the Solar Eclipse-New Moon in Cancer. The solar eclipse occurs from 
12:55p until 5:50p EST, so remember to lay low and save your new moon intention 
for sometime after 11:20p EST on July 3rd, when the moon enters Leo, or any time on 
July 4th. July 3rd also brings us Venus in Cancer, a beautiful, loving placement. Venus 
here enhances far of visions and dreams, like travel, education, the book you want 
to write, or spiritual/esoteric goals. The combination of the solar eclipse and Venus’ 
presence here makes your expansion and growth (in intellect and spirit, as well as 
moving into more distant corners of the globe) a significant focus for you now. 

July 7-13th  
Theme of the week: “If you don’t have anything nice to say, don’t say 
anything at all”

Mercury stations retrograde on July 7th at 9:15 pm EST. Mercury will traverse the sign 
of Leo and Cancer during this retro, so at the moment Mercury is most impacting 
your career, branding, and sense of purpose. Make sure to listen to your audio 
horoscope too as I go into fuller detail on the potential areas of Mercury’s impact 
for you, specifically. Communication will be wonky this week! It’s not an ideal time to 
launch a new product or pitch an idea. Much better to wait until the end of the month 
or even August. The effect of the retrograde is strongest in the days immediately 
surrounding the station so, for example, the 7th itself is likely to be an especially 
tricky day for commutes, texting and emailing, or just getting clarity in general. The 
biggest astrological feature of this week is the Sun opposite Saturn and the South 
Node. There’s tension in the air and we might not feel as free and unencumbered as 
we would like. For you, this is highlighting communication in all forms - from thoughts, 
to published work, to how you share your knowledge and message with the world. 
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The 13th brings an exact opposition between the Sun and Pluto, the climax of this 
particular activation. Don’t expect to rely on being charming this week (or being 
charmed) and avoid power struggles with spiritual mentors, professors, students, or 
really anyone with whom you have regular contact. 

July 14-20th 
Theme of the week:  Contract to expand

This week we have a Full Moon-Lunar Eclipse in the sign of Capricorn. This highlights 
the entire Cancer-Capricorn axis which was heavily in focus last week. You might see 
a climax or have revelations regarding a spiritual journey, plans to live abroad, or the 
fruit of your intellectual efforts. Venus opposes Saturn this week as well, on the 18th, 
so that makes relationships, money, and beauty a bit more tricky in the days leading 
up to it. Know that Venus being challenged makes us feel less confident or a sense of 
scarcity.  This influence is temporary though. Venus is also conjunct the North Node, 
so in spite of the potential for prickly feelings there is also a huge opportunity to put 
real, solid structure in place that amplifies your deepest desires. This is especially true 
in regard to anything related to a book you want to write, a country you’ve always 
wanted to travel to, your role or path in a religion of spirit-based tradition, a course 
you’ve wanted to teach, going back to grad school -- the possibilities are endless! 
The most important thing is that it comes from your heart and feels truly aligned with 
your path. 

Also keep in mind that on the 19th Mercury moves back into Cancer too, so there’s that 
much more to review on this front. Mercury will remain in Cancer until August 11th, so 
use this time to review or revise written work, academic goals, or communication in 
general.

July 21st-27th 
Theme of the week: Money Magic

Welcome to Leo Season! Not only have we moved through the super tough astrology 
but the Sun back in its home sign on July 23rd brings brightness and power to the air. 
For you, this enhances the focus on assuming a position of authority and leadership 
that began on July 1st. This is all about your professional reputation and goals.  Now, 
you have more juice to see progress, hope, and joy in this part of life. A beautiful 
trine between Mars and Jupiter makes magic in money realms. You can move toward 
a bigger paycheck or a professional role that makes you feel as important as you 
are. You’ll want to be aware of taking spending or competitiveness too far, while 
also taking advantage of the possibility of making a big leap forward in success. We 
also mark the halfway point of Mercury retrograde this week! Some of the especially 
retrograde-like symptoms should actually begin to dissipate a bit from this point 
forward. 
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July 28-31st  
Theme of the week: Time to Shine

On the night of the 27th, Venus moved into Leo bringing blessings and luck to career 
realms, your brand, and your public image. This brightens the mood and makes you 
want to go big in love, art, and (especially) money. It’s not a time to downplay yourself, 
your feelings, or your talents, especially regarding anything to do with your work in 
the world. Finally conditions improve a bit to give you a chance to shine more. Leo 
Season can be fully expressed for you now as Venus facilitates greater compassion, 
connection, and luck in work and family realms. Enjoy the comparatively relaxed 
atmosphere this week! We are in smoother and more enjoyable territory as we close 
out the month.  



SAGITTARIUS
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SAGITTARIUS
July 1-6th 
Theme of the week: Long-Term Goals

July starts off with a bang! The night of July 1st Mars moves into Leo at 7:20p EST. 
For you, this means a surge in energy to put toward all your favorite topics, like travel, 
study, teaching, publishing, and generally getting your message out into the world. 
Keep in mind you’ll be raring to go and to make some progress here even while the 
impending Mercury Retrograde energy makes for a slower overall progression.  Some 
patience will be necessary. Remember that any and all forward motion is valuable! Your 
spiritual pursuits, especially, will have you extra-motivated. Mars conjunct Mercury 
creates irritability and impulsivity in word and action; a pause before reacting can be 
life-changing!  Hide out, if necessary, since your actions will be visible at this time. 

Then, July 2nd is the Solar Eclipse-New Moon in Cancer. The solar eclipse occurs from 
12:55p until 5:50p EST, so remember to lay low and save your new moon intention 
for sometime after 11:20p EST on July 3rd, when the moon enters Leo, or any time on 
July 4th. July 3rd also brings us Venus in Cancer, a beautiful, loving placement. Venus 
here enhances wealth and luck in financial dealings. It’s also helpful in relationships 
that involve shared finances or contracts. The combination of the solar eclipse and 
Venus’ presence here makes money, debt, real estate, and long-term planning for 
your stability a significant focus for you now. 

July 7-13th  
Theme of the week: Dreams

Mercury stations retrograde on July 7th at 9:15 pm EST. Mercury will traverse the sign 
of Leo and Cancer during this retro, so at the moment Mercury is most impacting 
your educational plans, travels, or important/official communications. It’s especially 
important you take extra in the messages you send this week, and also in taking time 
to get clarity on those you receive. Make sure to listen to your audio horoscope too as 
I go into fuller detail on the potential areas of Mercury’s impact for you, specifically. 
Communication will be wonky this week! The effect of the retrograde is strongest in 
the days immediately surrounding the station so, for example, the 7th itself is likely to 
be an especially tricky day for commutes, texting and emailing, or just getting clarity 
in general. The biggest astrological feature of this week is the Sun opposite Saturn 
and the South Node. There’s tension in the air and we might not feel as free and 
unencumbered as we would like. For you, this is highlighting self-esteem, earnings, 
and your possessions. You might want to declutter what no longer feels current or 
rethink your home decor. You could also be celebrating financial progress, or at least 
seeing more clearly what needs to happen with your money attitudes and goals now. 
The 13th brings an exact opposition between the Sun and Pluto, the climax of this 
particular activation. Beware power struggles around money. The only financial risks 
you should be taking now are extremely well-calculated ones. Even those… maybe 
not.
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July 14-20th 
Theme of the week: True Wealth

This week we have a Full Moon-Lunar Eclipse in the sign of Capricorn. This highlights 
the entire Cancer-Capricorn axis which was heavily in focus last week. You might see 
a climax or have revelations regarding money matters or your sense of self-worth. 
Venus opposes Saturn this week as well, on the 18th, so that makes relationships, 
money, and beauty a bit more tricky in the days leading up to it. Know that Venus 
being challenged makes us feel less confident or a sense of scarcity. This influence 
is temporary though. For you, this might be felt especially strongly. If you feel a bit 
short on money or self-belief, use this time to nurture your deeper inner self (the 
true source of confidence). It is also, of course, possible you experience financial 
breakthrough. It’s a wild card week!  Venus is also conjunct the North Node, so in 
spite of the potential for prickly feelings there is also a huge opportunity to put real, 
solid structure in place that amplifies your deepest desires. This is especially true in 
regard to anything related to savings, investments, grants and benefactors, or real 
estate deals. 

Also keep in mind that, on the 19th, Mercury moves back into Cancer too, so there’s 
that much more to review on this front. Mercury will remain in Cancer until August 
11th, so use this time to review or revise financial plans, loans, and anything jointly 
contracted or owned. 

July 21st-27th 
Theme of the week: Sharing Your Message

Welcome to Leo Season! Not only have we moved through the super tough astrology 
but the Sun back in its home sign on July 23rd brings brightness and power to the 
air. For you, this enhances the focus on your bigger visions and sense of expansive 
possibilities that began on July 1st. Now, you have more juice to see progress, hope, 
and joy in this part of life. A beautiful trine between Mars and Jupiter makes magic 
in publishing, travel, or educational realms. An audacious day for a pitch or far-flung 
idea! You’ll want to be aware of taking escapism too far, while also taking advantage 
of the possibility of making a big leap forward in getting out of your comfort zone or 
anything that feels restrictive. We also mark the halfway point of Mercury retrograde 
this week! Some of the especially retrograde-like symptoms should actually begin to 
dissipate a bit from this point forward. 
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July 28-31st  
Theme of the week: Adventure + Expansion

On the night of the 27th, Venus moved into Leo bringing blessings and luck to your 
ideas, writing, travels, and the message you share with the world. This brightens 
the mood and makes you want to go big in love and art. It’s not a time to downplay 
yourself, your feelings, or your talents, especially regarding anything to do with what 
you are here to teach, learn, or discover. Let your inspiration and inner knowledge 
shine brightly to help others. Leo Season can be fully expressed for you now as Venus 
facilitates greater compassion, connection, and luck in more expansive horizons and 
opportunities. Enjoy the comparatively relaxed atmosphere this week! We are in 
smoother and more enjoyable territory as we close out the month. 



CAPRICORN
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CAPRICORN
July 1-6th 
Theme of the week: Long-Term Goals

July starts off with a bang! The night of July 1st Mars moves into Leo at 7:20p EST. 
For you, this means a surge in energy to put toward all your favorite topics, like travel, 
study, teaching, publishing, and generally getting your message out into the world. 
Keep in mind you’ll be raring to go and to make some progress here even while the 
impending Mercury Retrograde energy makes for a slower overall progression.  Some 
patience will be necessary. Remember that any and all forward motion is valuable! Your 
spiritual pursuits, especially, will have you extra-motivated. Mars conjunct Mercury 
creates irritability and impulsivity in word and action; a pause before reacting can be 
life-changing!  Hide out, if necessary, since your actions will be visible at this time. 

Then, July 2nd is the Solar Eclipse-New Moon in Cancer. The solar eclipse occurs from 
12:55p until 5:50p EST, so remember to lay low and save your new moon intention 
for sometime after 11:20p EST on July 3rd, when the moon enters Leo, or any time on 
July 4th. July 3rd also brings us Venus in Cancer, a beautiful, loving placement. Venus 
here enhances wealth and luck in financial dealings. It’s also helpful in relationships 
that involve shared finances or contracts. The combination of the solar eclipse and 
Venus’ presence here makes money, debt, real estate, and long-term planning for 
your stability a significant focus for you now. 

July 7-13th  
Theme of the week: Dreams

Mercury stations retrograde on July 7th at 9:15 pm EST. Mercury will traverse the sign 
of Leo and Cancer during this retro, so at the moment Mercury is most impacting 
your educational plans, travels, or important/official communications. It’s especially 
important you take extra in the messages you send this week, and also in taking time 
to get clarity on those you receive. Make sure to listen to your audio horoscope too as 
I go into fuller detail on the potential areas of Mercury’s impact for you, specifically. 
Communication will be wonky this week! The effect of the retrograde is strongest in 
the days immediately surrounding the station so, for example, the 7th itself is likely to 
be an especially tricky day for commutes, texting and emailing, or just getting clarity 
in general. The biggest astrological feature of this week is the Sun opposite Saturn 
and the South Node. There’s tension in the air and we might not feel as free and 
unencumbered as we would like. For you, this is highlighting self-esteem, earnings, 
and your possessions. You might want to declutter what no longer feels current or 
rethink your home decor. You could also be celebrating financial progress, or at least 
seeing more clearly what needs to happen with your money attitudes and goals now. 
The 13th brings an exact opposition between the Sun and Pluto, the climax of this 
particular activation. Beware power struggles around money. The only financial risks 
you should be taking now are extremely well-calculated ones. Even those… maybe 
not.
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July 14-20th 
Theme of the week: True Wealth

This week we have a Full Moon-Lunar Eclipse in the sign of Capricorn. This highlights 
the entire Cancer-Capricorn axis which was heavily in focus last week. You might see 
a climax or have revelations regarding money matters or your sense of self-worth. 
Venus opposes Saturn this week as well, on the 18th, so that makes relationships, 
money, and beauty a bit more tricky in the days leading up to it. Know that Venus 
being challenged makes us feel less confident or a sense of scarcity. This influence 
is temporary though. For you, this might be felt especially strongly. If you feel a bit 
short on money or self-belief, use this time to nurture your deeper inner self (the 
true source of confidence). It is also, of course, possible you experience financial 
breakthrough. It’s a wild card week!  Venus is also conjunct the North Node, so in 
spite of the potential for prickly feelings there is also a huge opportunity to put real, 
solid structure in place that amplifies your deepest desires. This is especially true in 
regard to anything related to savings, investments, grants and benefactors, or real 
estate deals. 

Also keep in mind that, on the 19th, Mercury moves back into Cancer too, so there’s 
that much more to review on this front. Mercury will remain in Cancer until August 
11th, so use this time to review or revise financial plans, loans, and anything jointly 
contracted or owned. 

July 21st-27th 
Theme of the week: Sharing Your Message

Welcome to Leo Season! Not only have we moved through the super tough astrology 
but the Sun back in its home sign on July 23rd brings brightness and power to the 
air. For you, this enhances the focus on your bigger visions and sense of expansive 
possibilities that began on July 1st. Now, you have more juice to see progress, hope, 
and joy in this part of life. A beautiful trine between Mars and Jupiter makes magic 
in publishing, travel, or educational realms. An audacious day for a pitch or far-flung 
idea! You’ll want to be aware of taking escapism too far, while also taking advantage 
of the possibility of making a big leap forward in getting out of your comfort zone or 
anything that feels restrictive. We also mark the halfway point of Mercury retrograde 
this week! Some of the especially retrograde-like symptoms should actually begin to 
dissipate a bit from this point forward. 
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July 28-31st  
Theme of the week: Adventure + Expansion

On the night of the 27th, Venus moved into Leo bringing blessings and luck to your 
ideas, writing, travels, and the message you share with the world. This brightens 
the mood and makes you want to go big in love and art. It’s not a time to downplay 
yourself, your feelings, or your talents, especially regarding anything to do with what 
you are here to teach, learn, or discover. Let your inspiration and inner knowledge 
shine brightly to help others. Leo Season can be fully expressed for you now as Venus 
facilitates greater compassion, connection, and luck in more expansive horizons and 
opportunities. Enjoy the comparatively relaxed atmosphere this week! We are in 
smoother and more enjoyable territory as we close out the month. 



AQUARIUS
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AQUARIUS
July 1-6th 
Theme of the week: Action + Busyness

July starts off with a bang! The night of July 1st Mars moves into Leo at 7:20p EST. 
For you, this means a surge in energy to put toward relationships, love, sex, and 
connection in general. Keep in mind you’ll be raring to go and to make some progress 
here even while the impending Mercury Retrograde energy makes for a slower overall 
progression.  Some patience will be necessary. Use your passion wisely and be aware 
of potential desire to pick fights (or perhaps be on the receiving end of that.) If 
you’re single, desire to be partnered might kick up. Mars conjunct Mercury will create 
irritability and impulsivity in word and action; a pause before reacting can be life-
changing! Especially with lovers. 

Then, July 2nd is the Solar Eclipse-New Moon in Cancer. The solar eclipse occurs from 
12:55p until 5:50p EST, so remember to lay low and save your new moon intention 
for sometime after 11:20p EST on July 3rd, when the moon enters Leo, or any time on 
July 4th. July 3rd also brings us Venus in Cancer, a beautiful, loving placement. Venus 
here enhances work opportunities, income, and the chances of finding love or money 
while just going about your day. The combination of the solar eclipse and Venus’ 
presence here makes adjustments to your work life and health a significant focus for 
you now. This isn’t a time to burn the candle at both ends. Rest and do preventative care. 

July 7-13th  
Theme of the week: Reviewing the Past

Mercury stations retrograde on July 7th at 9:15 pm EST. Mercury will traverse the sign 
of Leo and Cancer during this retro, so at the moment Mercury is most impacting 
relationships. You might run into exes or be thinking about past relationships. Perhaps 
a topic that was never fully resolved between you and someone important to you 
comes up to be clarified or put to rest.  Make sure to listen to your audio horoscope 
too as I go into fuller detail on the potential areas of Mercury’s impact for you, 
specifically. Communication will be wonky this week! The effect of the retrograde is 
strongest in the days immediately surrounding the station so, for example, the 7th 
itself is likely to be an especially tricky day for commutes, texting and emailing, or just 
getting clarity in general. Relationship communication might feel off. 

The biggest astrological feature of this week is the Sun opposite Saturn and the South 
Node. There’s tension in the air and we might not feel as free and unencumbered as 
we would like. For you, this is highlighting work (or overwork) and your mental health 
and well-being. This will be a high-energy and perhaps even anxiety-inducing time. 
Get extra rest and don’t push yourself too far. That said, you could also be celebrating 
the completion of a work project or the results of self-improvement. The 13th brings an 
exact opposition between the Sun and Pluto, the climax of this particular activation. 
Avoid power struggles with colleagues and inner demons at all costs.
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July 14-20th 
Theme of the week: Doing the Work 

This week we have a Full Moon-Lunar Eclipse in the sign of Capricorn. This highlights 
the entire Cancer-Capricorn axis which was heavily in focus last week. You might see 
a climax or have revelations regarding a work or health matter. Generally speaking, 
a lunar eclipse in this part of your chart could feel psychically intense. Fears or 
old impulses might rise to the surface. That said, it’s a beautiful time for anything 
therapeutic, journaling, writing down your dreams, and taking note of the progress 
you have already made in self-confidence and self-care. 

Venus opposes Saturn this week as well, on the 18th, so that makes relationships, 
money, and beauty a bit more tricky in the days leading up to it. Know that Venus 
being challenged makes us feel less confident or a sense of scarcity.  This influence is 
temporary though. Venus is also conjunct the North Node, so in spite of the potential 
for prickly feelings there is also a huge opportunity to put real, solid structure in 
place that amplifies your deepest desires. This is especially true in regard to anything 
related to work, income, or side hustles. Health too! This is where you turn every 
day of your life into magic but having the discipline and organization in place to 
help you thrive. Sometimes challenges help us see what needs to be put in place to 
make things more workable. If that’s the case, take the info and make the necessary 
changes. 

Also keep in mind that on the 19th Mercury moves back into Cancer too, so there’s that 
much more to review on this front. Mercury will remain in Cancer until August 11th, so 
use this time to review or revise your general admin, systems, tech, and processes. 
Know that things might get a bit wonky at work or even on your daily commute. 
Double down on your mercury retrograde protocols. 

July 21st-27th 
Theme of the week: Sweet Connections

Welcome to Leo Season! Not only have we moved through the super tough astrology 
but the Sun back in its home sign on July 23rd brings brightness and power to the air. 
For you, this enhances the focus on your relationships that began on July 1st. Now, 
you have more juice to see progress, hope, and joy in this part of life. A beautiful 
trine between Mars and Jupiter makes magic in socializing and meeting new people. 
If you’ve been wanting to take a relationship to the next level or approach someone 
you’ve been admiring, this is a good time to do it. Impulsivity is always possible 
with this type of aspect, but so long as you don’t go on some kind of bender, it’s 
great for romance and a magical energy in the air. We also mark the halfway point 
of Mercury retrograde this week! Some of the especially retrograde-like symptoms 
should actually begin to dissipate a bit from this point forward. 
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July 28-31st  
Theme of the week: True Partnership

On the night of the 27th, Venus moved into Leo bringing blessings and luck to all 
your most important connections. This brightens the mood and makes you want to 
go big in love and art. It’s not a time to downplay yourself, your feelings, or your 
talents, especially regarding anything to do with the ones you love, admire, and 
count on most. Leo Season can be fully expressed for you now as Venus facilitates 
greater compassion, connection, and luck in commitment and partnership. This is 
when you can have extra good fortune in connections, commitments, and enjoying 
the company of good people. Be sure to take advantage! Enjoy the comparatively 
relaxed atmosphere this week! We are in smoother and more enjoyable territory as 
we close out the month. 



PISCES
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PISCES
July 1-6th 
Theme of the week: Busyness vs. Happiness

July starts off with a bang! The night of July 1st Mars moves into Leo at 7:20p EST. 
For you, this means a surge in energy to put toward work and taking care of your 
health. You can make progress, and you’re also likely to be quite busy now. There’s 
a lot to keep up with and it’s important to rest too! Keep in mind you’ll be raring to 
go even while the impending Mercury Retrograde energy makes for a slower overall 
progression.  Some patience will be necessary, especially since it’s impacting your 
tech, admin, and daily routine. Remember that any and all forward motion is valuable! 
Mars conjunct Mercury this week will create irritability and impulsivity in word and 
action; a pause before reacting can be life-changing. This is especially true with 
colleagues or road rage. 

Then, July 2nd is the Solar Eclipse-New Moon in Cancer. The solar eclipse occurs from 
12:55p until 5:50p EST, so remember to lay low and save your new moon intention 
for sometime after 11:20p EST on July 3rd, when the moon enters Leo, or any time 
on July 4th. July 3rd also brings us Venus in Cancer, a beautiful, loving placement 
and compatible water sign. Venus here enhances romance, sex, and creativity. The 
combination of the solar eclipse and Venus’ presence here makes pleasure, lovers, 
and art a significant focus for you now. If you’ve been desiring a new lover, some fresh 
artistic inspiration, or a fresh perspective on enjoyment, the time is now. 

July 7-13th  
Theme of the week: Patience

Mercury stations retrograde on July 7th at 9:15 pm EST. Mercury will traverse the 
sign of Leo and Cancer during this retro, so at the moment Mercury is slowing down 
work projects or perhaps showing some holes in tech or admin practices. It’s a great 
time to sort and toss old files, make that medical appointment you canceled months 
ago, or rethink your whole routine and systems of organization. Make sure to listen to 
your audio horoscope too as I go into fuller detail on the potential areas of Mercury’s 
impact for you, specifically. Communication will be wonky this week! The effect of 
the retrograde is strongest in the days immediately surrounding the station so, for 
example, the 7th itself is likely to be an especially tricky day for commutes, texting 
and emailing, or just getting clarity in general. 

The biggest astrological feature of this week is the Sun opposite Saturn and the South 
Node. There’s tension in the air and we might not feel as free and unencumbered as 
we would like. For you, this is highlighting friends and lovers, as well as art projects 
and community projects. Control issues could come up. It’s not the most ideal time 
to ask for a favor or expect leniency. The 13th brings an exact opposition between 
the Sun and Pluto, the climax of this particular activation. Avoid power struggles in 
romance, friendship, and bureaucracy. 
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July 14-20th 
Theme of the week: Prioritizing Desire

This week we have a Full Moon-Lunar Eclipse in the sign of Capricorn. This highlights 
the entire Cancer-Capricorn axis which was heavily in focus last week. You might see 
a climax or have revelations regarding friendships, community matters, or a pending 
matter with an institution. This lunar eclipse heightens interactions and emotions 
might run high amongst the people in your life; perhaps you’ll be called on for support. 
Venus opposes Saturn this week as well, on the 18th, so that makes relationships, 
money, and beauty a bit more tricky in the days leading up to it. Know that Venus 
being challenged makes us feel less confident or a sense of scarcity.  This influence is 
temporary though. Venus is also conjunct the North Node, so in spite of the potential 
for prickly feelings there is also a huge opportunity to put real, solid structure in 
place that amplifies your deepest desires. This is especially true in regard to anything 
related to your truest creative ambitions and sexual desires. It’s an excellent time to 
get honest about what’s in the way of your pleasure or expression. 

Also keep in mind that on the 19th Mercury moves back into Cancer too, so there’s 
that much more to review on this front. Mercury will remain in Cancer until August 
11th, so past conversations with lovers could come back up, you might run into an ex 
or two, or you might decide to revisit an old passion project you put to the side. 

July 21st-27th 
Theme of the week: Success

Welcome to Leo Season! Not only have we moved through the super tough astrology 
but the Sun back in its home sign on July 23rd brings brightness and power to the air. 
For you, this enhances the focus on work, health, and your overall hustle that began 
on July 1st. Now, you have more juice to see progress, hope, and joy in this part of life. 
A beautiful trine between Mars and Jupiter makes magic in work realms. You could 
advance at work, get new clients, or more money. Go after what you want now. Get 
creative with your vision for your work life and public image. You’ll want to be aware 
of overpromising or impulsivity, while also taking advantage of the possibility of 
making a big leap forward with respect to your goals. We also mark the halfway point 
of Mercury retrograde this week! Some of the especially retrograde-like symptoms 
should actually begin to dissipate a bit from this point forward. 
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July 28-31st  
Theme of the week: Found Gold

On the night of the 27th, Venus moved into Leo bringing blessings and luck to 
your money, daily routine, and health. This is when you can find love or money just 
going about your day, or do an especially great job in your work with ease. This 
brightens the mood and makes you want to go big in love and art. It’s not a time to 
downplay yourself, your feelings, or your talents, especially regarding anything to 
do with professional abilities, multitasking, or devotion to your own well-being. Leo 
Season can be fully expressed for you now as Venus facilitates greater compassion, 
connection, and luck with colleagues, healthcare practitioners, and the power of your 
daily practices. Enjoy the comparatively relaxed atmosphere this week! We are in 
smoother and more enjoyable territory as we close out the month.  
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